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ABSTRACT
Image captioning models have been able to generate grammatically correct and
human understandable sentences. However most of the captions convey limited
information as the model used is trained on datasets that do not caption all possi-
ble objects existing in everyday life. Due to this lack of prior information most of
the captions are biased to only a few objects present in the scene, hence limiting
their usage in daily life. In this paper, we attempt to show the biased nature of the
currently existing image captioning models and present a new image captioning
dataset, Egoshots, consisting of 978 real life images with no captions. We further
exploit the state of the art pre-trained image captioning and object recognition net-
works to annotate our images and show the limitations of existing works. Further-
more, in order to evaluate the quality of the generated captions, we propose a new
image captioning metric, object based Semantic Fidelity (SF). Existing image cap-
tioning metrics can evaluate a caption only in the presence of their corresponding
annotations; however, SF allows evaluating captions generated for images without
annotations, making it highly useful for real life generated captions.
1 INTRODUCTION
Humans have a great ability to comprehend any new scene captured by their eyes. With the re-
cent advancement of deep learning, the same ability has been shared with machines. This ability
to describe any image in the form of a sentence is also well known as image captioning and has
been at the forefront of research for both computer vision and natural language processing (Vinyals
et al., 2014; Karpathy & Feifei, 2014; Venugopalan et al., 2016; Selvaraju et al., 2019; Vedantam
et al., 2017). The combination of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) and Recurrent Neural
Network (RNN) has played a major role in achieving close to human like performance, where the
former maps the high dimensional image to efficient low dimensional features, and the latter use
this low dimensional features to generate captions. However, most of the image captioning models
have mostly been trained on MSCOCO (Lin et al., 2014) or Pascal-VOC (Everingham et al.), which
consists of 80 and 20 object classes respectively. All the images are captioned taking into consid-
eration only these classes. Thus, even though current models have been successful in generating
grammatically correct sentences, they still give a poor interpretation of a scene because of the lack
of knowledge about various other kinds of objects present in the world, along with those seen in the
dataset. Egoshots dataset1 has a wide variety of images ranging from both indoor to outdoor scenes
and takes into consideration diverse situations encountered in real life which are hardly found in
∗Work partially done during Dı´az-Rodrı´guez and Panagiotou’s internship at Philips Research, and Betan-
court’s stay at Eindhoven University of Technology, Netherlands.
1Egoshots dataset available at https://github.com/NataliaDiaz/Egoshots
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Figure 1: The overview of our approach for captioning the Egoshots dataset and further evaluat-
ing the caption using our proposed Semantic Fidelity (SF) metric. The image to be captioned is
pre-processed and passed through a pre-trained image captioning model. The caption generated is
processed to output only nouns. The same image is also input to an Object Detector (OD), which
detects all the object classes in the given image. Both the noun and object classes detected are then
used to compute the SF for a generated caption.
the MSCOCO or Pascal-VOC dataset. Hence our dataset can act as a benchmark to evaluate the
performance and robustness of image captioning models on real-life images.
Image captioning has a wide range of applications from supporting a visually impaired person to
the recommendation system. Guiding a visually challenged person (Gurari et al., 2018) is a highly
sensitive task and a small error can lead to catastrophic accidents. A recent work (Weiss et al.,
2019) has shown the ability to successfully complete this task in a simulated environment using
reinforcement learning. Image captioning models can also play a major role in further improving
these systems. However, in order to make these systems more reliable, the network trained should
be able to predict considerably more descriptive captions taking into consideration all the objects
present in the scene. In this work, along with releasing the captioned Egoshots dataset, we show how
pre-trained networks perform on different animated pictures or paintings where it is easy for humans
to interpret the scene, but a neural network completely fails, and propose a metric of semantic fidelity
to the actual scene being rendered. The captions predicted for artistic images conclude that the
current image captioning networks lack robustness and are biased towards a few annotated object
classes and the kind of controlled scenes present only in training datasets, hence they are not reliable
and cannot be deployed for real-life applications without significant finetuning.
Current metrics are limited to evaluate the quality only in the presence of labels rendering them use-
less for captions generated for real-life scenes. We aim at tackling both these problems by proposing
the Egoshots dataset and SF metric. Egoshots consists of 978 real-life ego-vision images captioned
using state of the art image captioning models, and aims at evaluating the robustness, diversity, and
sensitivity of these models, as well as providing an on-the-wild life-logging dataset that can aid the
task of evaluating real life settings. Images were randomly taken by the Autographer camera worn
by 2 female computer science interns (aged 25 and 29) for 1 month each in Eindhoven (Nether-
lands), doing regular activities (biking, office working, socializing...) during May-Jul 2015. We
further propose a new metric SF so that captions generated by pre-trained models can be evaluated
both on their relevance to the image being captioned, and the number of different objects the caption
takes into consideration.
2 ANNOTATION PIPELINE AND SEMANTIC FIDELITY METRIC
Annotation Pipeline: Transfer learning has proven to be an effective approach to perform a known
task in a new environment efficiently (Tan et al., 2018). The idea is to use a pre-trained model on
a new dataset, in order to prevent learning features from scratch, which requires excessive com-
putational resources and time. To caption Egoshots dataset we follow this methodology and use
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pre-trained weights of state of the art image captioning models without any finetuning. We restrict
our work to three models, namely Show Attend And Tell (SAT), nocaps: novel object captioning at
scale (NOC), and Decoupled Novel Object Captioner (DNOC), as they were able to achieve the best
results for the real-life Egoshots dataset. Since pre-trained neural networks are strictly constrained
to the size of input images on which they were trained, we use the exact pre-processing for images
used in each of the models. Once processed, the images are mapped to their corresponding captions
using the learnt models. Among the captions predicted, the one having maximum SF is used as the
final caption for the dataset. Section A.1.3 further describes in detail each of the image captioning
models.
Object based Semantic Fidelity Metric: To render caption-less datasets such as Egoshots useful,
the aim is to map each image to the richest caption, i.e., the one covering as many objects as relevant
in the scene, i.e., a caption as descriptive and detailed as possible. With current image captioning
metrics, this task renders challenging, since all existing metrics evaluate the quality of generated cap-
tions using labeled captions from a dataset collected in well controlled and clean conditions (very
different for real life first person vision images). In order to counterbalance this assumption not
present in Egoshots, we propose a new image captioning metric called Semantic Fidelity. SF takes
into consideration two elements: 1) the semantic closeness of the generated caption to the objects
detected in the image, and 2) the object diversity with respect to the amount of object instances de-
tected. Assuming a state-of-the-art quasi perfect object detector, by taking into account the semantic
closeness among these two sets of (captioned and detected) entities (i.e. objects), we penalize the
model when it predicts a caption containing objects completely different from the objects present in
the scene.
For each caption generated by a captioning model, we eliminate all words except nouns. This is
done as a simplification, assuming nouns convey the largest information on the number of different
objects present (Wang et al., 2018). Let C = {c1, ...., cm} be a list of captions generated by the
pretrained networks, and W = {w1, ...., wk} the generated words for a given caption ci (further
processed to keep only nouns for the given caption i Ni = {n1, ...., nz}. In order to predict all
objects present in the image we use a state of the art object detector (OD)2. The objects predicted
by the OD are represented as OOD = {o1, ...., oy}. Thus, for every image we obtain a list of noun
words from its predicted caption, and a list of objects detected by the OD. A similarity metric among
these word sets3 is calculated. The semantic similarity among these two word sets takes into account
their semantic closeness using word embeddings. Recent works (Mikolov et al., 2013; Conneau
et al., 2017) show the ability of word embeddings that is transforming a word into its vectored form
efficiently capture the semantic closeness of two given words. The SF metric uses this approach to
calculate such semantic similarity between the noun words and objects in an image, for each caption,
described as S = {s1, ...., sm}.The cosine similarity as such does not take into account the diverse
nature of the predicted captions in terms of the number of different objects present, since the final
embedding calculated for each of the list averages out multiple objects of the same class as a single
entity. Hence, to further penalise the quality of captions for its object count we compute the ratio
of the number of noun words in a given caption to the number of objects predicted. The SF metric
score thus measures the quality of a caption, as a proxy of the diversity of knowledge the network
has regarding both the presence and diversity of different objects present in the image:
SFi = si.
#N
#O
(1)
where, for image i, si is the semantic similarity among noun words in its predicted caption ci
and object nouns detected by the OD, #O is the cardinal of OOD, and #N the number of nouns
(representing objects in Ni) present in ci. SF ranges in [0, 1]: captions having an SF closer to 1
convey more information and are semantically closer to the scene being captioned, in terms of the
objects involved in the caption.
For a predicted caption, information about an average of 2-3 objects is generally conveyed (as shown
in Fig. 2a), while for the OD we assume an ideal condition in which the OD acts as an oracle and
2We tested several different ODs and settled with YOLO9000 (or Y9) in this particular showcase of SF
metric because of its ability to detect the largest (9000) number of classes, while other detectors are restricted
to either 80 or 20 classes only, as shown in Fig. 2b.
3Such as the cosine similarity (as we use here) of the mean of the embeddings of the words in each of these
two sets.
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predicts all different objects in the given image, so that #O ≥ #N (Assumption 1) for all images.
Thus, the larger the number of noun entities in the caption, the more the ratio will approach 1,
and the closer SF will be to 1 for the best captions. This approach to compute SF will work only
assuming robust object detectors satisfying enough scene annotation granularity. For the SF values
to be reliable, the OD needs to detect correct object classes as present in the image. With completely
different objects detected with respect to those in the image, the similarity metric for image i, si,
will be inaccurate, and therefore, SF remains unreliable. In order for SF to be applicable, we will
also assume Assumption 2: #O 6= 0 (i.e., the OD can at least detect one object in the image). In
scenarios when the object detector predicts less objects than nouns in the sentence (Assumption 1
broken), we skip the object diversity ratio and use SF = si instead.
3 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Table 1 compares the SF performance on different image captioning methods using various object
detectors (OD). To make SF reliable, we assume an OD to predict all the relevant different classes
given in each image. Except Y9, all other ODs are trained only on either 80 or 20 classes, leading to
larger SF values for weak detectors, as they find it difficult to penalize an inefficient caption given
their lack of knowledge about various different object classes. Also ODs trained on 20 classes of
VOC tend to show larger SF than those trained on 80 classes of COCO because of their inability to
detect new classes not seen in the training dataset4. Better OD models will make SF more reliable, as
is also reflected for the captions generated in Table 2. Table 2 compares the performance of each of
the pre-trained image captioning models on the SF metric. OD Y9 for image 3 in Table 2 predicted
a single incorrect class leading to inaccurate SF value due to using a similarity metric among wrong
terms. However, for most of the other images, Y9 is able to predict the correct objects; therefore SF
is able to penalize the captions which do not take into consideration all the objects present in a given
scene. Hence, a well generalized and robust object detection model plays the most important role if
the evaluation of captions is performed using SF.
Most images are captioned using 8-10 words only. Even if longer sentences may not always be
preferred, critical applications, e.g., supporting the visually impaired or autonomous driving, where
the agent does not have any prior information, the richer the interpretation of a scene, the more
reliable the system will be.
We presented the Egoshots dataset, consisting of 978 real life first person vision images of everyday
activities. Although the number of images in the dataset is far less than those in MSCOCO or Pascal
VOC, our aim, along with presenting the dataset, is to analyze the performance of the pre-existing
image captioning models and their reliability. To do so we propose the first image captioning metric
(SF) that allows to evaluate captions from unlabelled images. Since previously existing metrics are
limited to caption-labelled datasets, there is no way to analyze the quality of captions of real life
images without costly annotated labels. We show on pre-trained models that, despite being able to
successfully generate grammatically correct sentences, their captions are often misaligned with the
objects present in the scene or hallucinate objects (Rohrbach et al., 2018). This is due to the presence
of training bias towards objects imposed by the datasets these networks were trained with: they are
unable to convey complete or rich information about the scene. The aim of Egoshots dataset and SF
metric is thus to facilitate assessment, diversity and deployability of image captioning deep models.
Despite the major improvements in recent image captioning models, we show that there is room
to achieve more semantically faithful and relevant caption generation systems; e.g. models could
be affected by a significant amount of blurring, making object detection in the wild a lot harder.
Thus, there are plenty of room for future work on OD and IC models on real life-logging situations,
not only for assisted technology or telepresence, but for any autonomous system. Since the SF
score’s aim is to measure the semantic quality of a caption, and it cannot evaluate the grammatical
correctness of a sentence, future work should better assess both detector and captioning models
quality to better map the desirable properties of such models at a finer grained domain-specific
resolution. Such studies should include larger scale assessments with a positive control group (i.e.,
human annotations of real images on the wild).
4Or classes not always visually observable. An example of such words is, e.g. the class entrepreneur from
YOLO9000.
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A APPENDIX
A.1 RELATED WORK
A.1.1 IMAGE CAPTIONING
The problem of scene understanding and image captioning has been vastly explored in the literature
(Zhang et al., 2020; Nagarajan et al., 2020; Tsutsui et al., 2019; Liang et al., 2020; Kenigsfield &
El-Yaniv, 2019). Most of the work follows a sequence learning approach using an encoder and
decoder (Vinyals et al., 2014; Olivastri et al., 2019; Donahue et al., 2015; Fan & Crandall, 2016).
The encoder consists of several stacked CNNs to achieve efficient latent representations of images,
while the decoder has recurrent layers to map these latent vectors to a caption. In order to make
the captions more diverse, the attention mechanism integrated into the encoder-decoder framework
(Zhang et al., 2020; You et al., 2016; Li et al., 2017; Lu et al., 2018; Anderson et al., 2017; Selvaraju
et al., 2019; Lu et al., 2016), which takes into consideration long-range dependencies. Attention
gives importance to different spatial regions of the image by weighing them differently. The decoder
then generates each word by taking into consideration the relative importance of each spatial region.
Most approaches follow this methodology and train the models using datasets such as MS-COCO
(Lin et al., 2014), PASCAL-VOC (Everingham et al.) and Flickr 30k (Young et al., 2014) to name a
few. These datasets have millions of images with human labelled captions for a predefined number
of object categories. COCO dataset has captions for 80 different object classes, while PASCAL-
VOC has 20 different classes. Some of the recent works (Venugopalan et al., 2016; Wu et al.,
2018; Demirel et al., 2019) have tried to break this limitation by integrating different object classes
while training their image captioning model. They predict a placeholder in the generated caption
for the object classes not present in the MSCOCO dataset and further replace this placeholder with
the object classes. This approach was able to generate more diverse captions, to some extent, than
previous models; however, it still lacks the ability to produce captions able to take into consideration
all different objects present in a scene.
There have been very few works which have used unsupervised (Feng et al., 2018) or reinforcement
learning (Ren et al., 2017) for captioning images.Unsupervised image captioning model use gener-
ative adversarial networks in order to generate captions close to those created by humans. They use
an external corpus of sentences in order to train the model. The reinforcement learning model uses
an actor-critic approach with a reward model for mapping images to their corresponding captions.
The actor predicts the confidence of predicting the next word given the image, while the critic takes
in the current state and the words predicted, and adjusts the goal to produce captions close to the
ground truth.
A.1.2 IMAGE CAPTIONING METRICS
In order to evaluate the quality of the generated captions most of the models use automatic image
captioning metrics such as BLEU (Papineni et al., 2001), Meteor (Banerjee & Lavie, 2005), Rouge
(Lin, 2004) and CIDEr (Vedantam et al., 2014). These metrics evaluate the quality of the captions
based on pre-existing labels. To the best of our knowledge there is no metric which can evaluate the
quality of a captions without labels. Thus, testing the performance of an image captioning model
on a real-life image not present in the dataset becomes a major limitation. On the other side, human
evaluation is extensively time-consuming and not reliable, as it varies from person to person. In this
work, we presented the new metric, SF, which allows to evaluate an unlabelled caption (i.e., captions
for which its ground truth is not available).
A.1.3 IMAGE CAPTIONING AND OBJECT DETECTION MODELS ASSESSED
This section details the existing state of the art captioning models used to annotate Egoshots dataset
and validate the SF metric.
Show Attend and Tell (SAT) (Xu et al., 2015) uses a CNN followed by an LSTM in order to
caption the image. CNNs take the input image to extract efficient low dimensional features which
are then further decoded by the LSTMs to generate captions in a sequence to sequence manner.
In order to predict realistic captions, they integrate the attention module into LSTMs in order to
focus on salient objects. Two kind of attention modules are used; namely, soft and hard attention.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 2: a) Number of nouns per image for SAT, NOC, DNOC, and number of object categories for
YOLO9000. b) Total number of different object classes present in the Egoshots dataset as predicted
by each of the pre trained image captioning and object detection models. c) Caption length per
image for SAT, NOC and YOLO9000.
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Image Captioning Method S-V S-Co Y3-V Y3-Co C-V C-Co Y9
Show Attend And Tell 0.35 0.34 0.34 0.33 0.30 0.36 0.28
Novel Object Captioning at Scale 0.40 0.39 0.39 0.37 0.34 0.40 0.33
Decoupled Novel Object Captioner 0.41 0.41 0.40 0.39 0.35 0.44 0.32
Table 1: Mean Semantic Fidelity of different image captioning models using various object detec-
tors: S: SSD (Liu et al., 2016), Y3: YOLOv3 (Redmon & Farhadi, 2018), C: Center Net (Duan et al.,
2019), Y9: YOLO9000 trained on ImageNet and COCO, V: trained on VOC, Co: trained on COCO.
Even though attention helps improving captions, at the same time, attention is responsible for less
descriptive captions, as with attention the network focuses on only important objects in the image
while filtering away a large number of objects.
Novel object captioning at scale (NOC) (Agrawal et al., 2019) tries to tackle the problem of having
fewer object classes present in the captions of the COCO dataset by incorporating the Open Image
dataset (Kuznetsova et al., 2018) which has 600 classes but still far less than YOLO9000. It tries
to disentangle object detection and image captioning and claims to have a greater number of object
classes in the generated captions in comparison to the MSCOCO but if we compare the performance
on Egoshots dataset with respect to the total number of different object classes used for captioning
it still lags behind YOLO9000 as shown in Fig. 2a.
Decoupled Novel Object Captioner (DNOC) (Wu et al., 2018) follows a two-step process for
generating sentences. They start with predicting captions with placeholders for every novel object
not seen previously in the dataset. In the second step, they use an object memory to replace the
placeholder with the correct object word based on the visual features. Pre-trained object detection
is used to predict novel objects. DNOC also uses an encoder-decoder architecture with a slight
variation in the decoder part. The encoder is a network pre-trained on ImageNet to extract the low
dimensional features. The decoder uses LSTMs and the output from the encoder to generate word
by word a sentence. They predict novel objects in the captions not seen in the dataset but still, their
captions are not descriptive with respect to the number of object classes per image far less than NOC
and YOLO9000.
YOLO9000 (Y9 for short) (Redmon & Farhadi, 2016). We use a pre-trained YOLO9000 object
detector model in the Egoshots dataset as state of the art OD in order to evaluate the diversity of
generated captions. YOLO9000 achieved state of the art results for object detection, and can detect
around 9000 different object classes. It integrates both object detection and image classification into
a single module (trained on MSCOCO and ImageNet datasets). Since ImageNet has a greater num-
ber of object classes than MSCOCO, it detects more objects than those present in MSCOCO dataset.
Despite being far from being 100% accurate, it is used as gold standard OD in our experiments to
illustrate the use of SF. However, any state of the art object detector can be used/adapted to each
domain specific problem, as state of the art OD.
In Fig. 2a we show that most of the captions generated convey information about max. 2-4 objects
for a given image. At the same time, Y9 is able to detect 5-7 objects for most of the images, and
is also able to predict a maximum of 12 classes for few images. In addition to this, Fig. 2b shows
that for the Egoshots dataset, Y9 can detect 370 unique objects, while the captions predicted use
approximately half the number of objects. The inability of captions to take into consideration all the
objects present in the image is also shown in Fig. 2c.
Baselines implemented are available online5.
A.2 VALIDATING SEMANTIC FIDELITY METRIC WITH HUMAN SEMANTIC FIDELITY
SF metric can use different similarity metrics. In our case we use cosine similarity in order to
compute each word embedding and then calculate the semantic similarity. We use spaCy NLP
toolkit 6 implementation.
5https://github.com/Pranav21091996/Semantic_Fidelity-and-Egoshots
6https://spacy.io/
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Figure 3: Linear fitting test for SF and Human SF (HSF). Pearson correlation test for 100 MSCOCO
dataset manually annotated images gives positive correlation with ρ = 0.93.
To further validate our SF metric, we perform a linear regression analysis by comparing SF scores
with those SF scores provided by a human labeller (Human Semantic Fidelity, HSF). We use 100
MSCOCO dataset images. For SF we use MSCOCO ground truth (GT) captions, while for HSF we
use human labelled image captions taken from MSCOCO caption, i.e.: we set HSF to be the number
of objects in the caption divided by the number of real (GT) objects observed in image i:
HSF i =
#N
#OGT
(2)
For both SF and HSF, a ground truth (GT) human annotated object detector is used to annotate the
images, hence assumption 1 (#O ≥ #N ) is always valid. Pearson’s correlation ρ parameter (to
compare the (co)relation between two independent variables) analysis showed a positive correlation
among SF and HSF of 0.93, with a p-value of 1e-44. The coefficient of determination R2 showed
that approximately 76% of the observed variation can be explained by the linear model of the 100
manually labelled datapoints7.
A.3 COMPARING PRE-TRAINED IMAGE CAPTIONING MODELS USING SEMANTIC FIDELITY
The validity of the SF metric is subject to the generalization and robustness properties of the OD to
new images (i.e., the higher the F-measure of the OD, the more reliable the SF will be).
The following examples illustrate the use of the Semantic Fidelity proposed metric on the Egoshots
dataset, evaluating different image captioning models.
1)
YOLO9000 Model Caption SF
[Panelist,
Ambassador,
Furnishing]
SAT A man is standing in frontof a television. 0.31
NOC A man in a kitchen with alarge mirror. 0.22
DNOC A man in a kitchen with abottle. 0.19
2)
YOLO9000 Model Caption SF
[Saunterer,
Peddler,
Safety bicycle,
Commuter]
SAT A man and a woman areriding a bike. 0.36
NOC
A man is standing on a
skateboard in the middle
of a street.
0.46
DNOC A man and womansitting on a bicycle. 0.38
7Available in the dataset folder in https://github.com/Pranav21091996/Semantic_
Fidelity-and-Egoshots
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3)
YOLO9000 Model Caption SF
[Cellular
Telephone]
SAT A person riding a skateboarddown a street. 0.24
NOC A woman is sitting on abench with her bike. 0.18
DNOC A bicycle parked on asidewalk near a street. 0.21
4)
YOLO9000 Model Caption SF
[Evening bag,
Albanian,
Physical
therapist]
SAT A woman holding a nintendowii game controller. 0.44
NOC
A woman standing in a
bathroom holding a wii
remote.
0.53
DNOC A man in a black shirt anda cell phone. 0.54
5)
YOLO9000 Model Caption SF
[Instigator,
Panelist,
Old lady,
Vintner,
Mixing faucet,
Waiter]
SAT A group of peopleplaying a video game. 0.14
NOC
A man in a kitchen
preparing food in a
kitchen.
0.39
DNOC A group of peoplestanding around a table. 0.13
6)
YOLO9000 Model Caption SF
[Entrepreneur,
Wineglass,
Vintner,
Dinner table]
SAT A group of people sittingat a table with wine glasses. 0.36
NOC A group of people sittingat a table with food. 0.27
DNOC A man and woman sittingat a table with food. 0.38
7)
YOLO9000 Model Caption SF
[Rabbi,
Fishmonger]
SAT A woman sitting at atable with a glass of wine. 0.18
NOC
A man is standing
in the middle of a table
with a bowl of food..
0.19
DNOC A man in a whiteshirt is holding a bowl. 0.18
8)
YOLO9000 Model Caption SF
[Cereal Bowl,
Salesperson,
Tourist,
Hairdresser]
SAT a couple of peoplestanding around a table. 0.23
NOC A man standing nextto a woman in a city. 0.33
DNOC a group of people standingaround a table. 0.16
9)
YOLO9000 Model Caption SF
[Peddler,
Seller,
Beer Drinker,
Vintner,
Dad,
Cereal Bowl]
SAT a group of peoplestanding around a table. 0.1
NOC
A group of people
standing around a table with
a large white plate of food..
0.34
DNOC a group of people sittingaround a table with food. 0.23
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10)
YOLO9000 Model Caption SF
[Entrepreneur,
Background,
Laptop,
Camp Chair,
Settler]
SAT A man sitting ata table with a laptop. 0.42
NOC
A man in a kitchen
with a large display
of food..
0.44
DNOC A man in a suit andtv standing in front of a tv. 0.62
Table 2: Captions generated by each of the pre-trained models for images from the Egoshots dataset.
The SF metric is used in order to evaluate the captions by taking into consideration the objects
detected by YOLO9000. As observed in image 3, due to a poor object detector failing to detect all
objects correctly, SF penalize the caption only for its incorrect cosine similarity and skips object
diversity (SF=si, Assumption 1 broken).
A.4 EXAMPLES OF CAPTIONS GENERATED FOR UNCOMMONLY COMPOSED ARTISTIC
IMAGES
Non real images consisting of uncommon scenarios, such as having numerous objects in unrealistic
settings are hard to find in existing public datasets. However, these are excellent samples to challenge
current image captioning models and highlight some flaws, such as non generalization to unseen
configuration scenes.
Results below show the limitations of state of the art image captioning and object detector models,
where even in the presence of known objects, the object detector fails. It is important to note how
in cases where the object detector fails, the metric is not reliable. Since SF would be unable to
penalize the captioning model, as it cannot rely on a faithful (i.e. robust enough) object detector
(#O=0, Assumption 2 broken), SF cannot be applied.
1)
YOLO9000 Model Caption SF
[Clown]
SAT A person wearing a hat andand a hat.. 0.45
NOC A man is sitting on a bedwith a cat. 0.46
DNOC A man is holding a bicyclein his hand. 0.36
2)
YOLO9000 Model Caption SF
[]
SAT A person riding a bikeon a street. –
NOC
A man is sitting on a
motorcycle with a dog of a
street.
–
DNOC A man is sitting on amotorcycle with a dog. –
3)
YOLO9000 Model Caption SF
[Sculptor,
Backpack]
SAT A young man is doing a trickon a skateboard. 0.44
NOC A man is sitting on a woodenbench in a park. 0.39
DNOC A bird sitting on a bird in aroom. 0.31
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4)
YOLO9000 Model Caption SF
[Irish setter,
Sculptor]
SAT A man sitting on a benchwith a dog. 0.37
NOC A man is standing on askateboard in the air. 0.25
DNOC A man is riding a dog in azoo. 0.33
5)
YOLO9000 Model Caption SF
[]
SAT A person on a skateboard inthe air. –
NOC A man is sitting on a whiteand blue shirt. –
DNOC A person is sitting on abicycle in the snow. –
6)
YOLO9000 Model Caption SF
[]
SAT A close up of a personholding a banana. –
NOC A man is sitting on a pinkmetal plate. –
DNOC A bowl with a bowl in it issitting on a table. –
7)
YOLO9000 Model Caption SF
[Kin,
Grandfather,
Director,
Officiant ]
SAT A close up of a personholding a frisbee. 0.15
NOC A man is riding a skateboardon a hill. 0.26
DNOC A woman is holding a bicylein the woods. 0.15
8)
YOLO9000 Model Caption SF
[]
SAT A person is holding a pieceof food. –
NOC A man is sitting on a whiteand black dog. –
DNOC A car with a car on it and acar. –
9)
YOLO9000 Model Caption SF
[Skateboarder,
Bluetick]
SAT A person on a snowboardin the snow. 0.32
NOC A man is riding a surfboardon a wave. 0.34
DNOC A man riding a wave on topof a frisbee. 0.26
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10)
YOLO9000 Model Caption SF
[]
SAT A man standing in front of amicrowave oven. –
NOC A man is sitting on a tablewith a large cake. –
DNOC A man is holding a bicycle inhis hand. –
Table 3: Showcasing the failure of pre-trained neural networks on non real images.
A.5 METRIC LIMITATIONS
We must note some limitations of the metric, which should be complemented/extended to (1) ac-
count for verbs and other syntactic elements of the caption; (2) rate a caption in terms of the quality
of the interpretation, taking into account the count of objects of the same type in the image with
respect to those present in the caption. Particular models for counting such as (Paul Cohen et al.,
2017) is a particular example on how to enhance the label-less dataset annotation pipeline proposed
here.
Metrics should be evaluated in more targeted application use cases, e.g. the usefulness of such
captions for targeted users such as the blind, in concrete applications such as navigation settings
(Weiss et al., 2019).
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